TURBO-ES™
Energy Saving Fan

- Increases airflow in and out of trailer for improved comfort
- Energy efficient, thermally protected, 3.0 Amp, 1/3 HP motor
- Circulates up to 1275 CFM
- Durable steel construction
- Compact size stays out of the forklift’s path
Turbo-ES™ Energy Saving Fan

The compact Turbo-ES Fan from APS Resource creates a focused column of air that forces hot, cold or musty air from the trailer, replacing it with fresh air. Unlike traditional blade fans that create a broader movement of air, the Turbo-ES Fan creates a continuous stream of fresh air that improves the work environment, increasing comfort and productivity. The Turbo-ES Fan’s 1275 CFM output provides more airflow at lower amperage than any comparable truck fan on the market!

Turbo-ES™ Fan Features:

- Maximum - 1275 CFM output
- Powerful 1/3 HP, 120V, 3.0 Amp, energy efficient motor
- Easy-grip handle provides convenient adjustment point
- Lightweight, compact size
- Protective grill for safety
- Includes extra long 10’ power cord with 3-prong 120V plug
- Thermally protected to prevent overheating
- Dual articulating arm for precise positioning (Sold separately)